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This was suggested at a June 11 meeting called to discuss the new norms, which do away with the mandatory requirement of physics and math for undergraduate engineering programmes.
Minus physics, maths: Support for new engineering norms, entrance exam at meet
As a hands-on education facility, Capstone Engineering Academy introduces students to the STEM model — science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Capstone Engineering Academy Engages, Creates and Inspires its Students
The brand new, state-of-the-art quartz surface manufacturing plant of Pokarna Engineered Stone Limited ("Pokarna") was formally inaugurated on 31 July 2021 by Sri.K.T.Rama Rao, Hon'ble Minister for IT ...
Sri.k.T.Rama Rao formally inaugurates Pokarna's brand new quartz surface plant in Telangana
Companies that invest in their employees' education often get rewarded with more productive and happier workers.
Continuous Education For Engineers
Dougald Tidswell puts forward some suggestions for making meaningful links between the maths students learn inside the classroom with the wider world outside it… It was one of the more inventive ways ...
Real-world maths – “Why do we need to know this?”
Maths matters. Even its most pure parts have a habit of throwing up answers to some of our most pressing practical questions.
Maths deserves to be included in the name of the Science and Technology Committee
Bangladesh Society for Mathematical Society has organised a two-day International Conference on Computational and Mathematical Biology or ICCMB 2021 for short with the theme ‘Mathematical Biology in ...
BSMB holds conference on mathematical biology
What do electrical engineers do? Simply put, electrical engineers design, develop and test electrical equipment and systems. Their work ranges from managing the largest power grids to designing the ...
Is electrical engineering a good career?
Only 13 percent of rural students major in math and science in college, compared with almost 17 percent of students in the suburbs.
PROOF POINTS: Rural American students shift away from math and science during high school, study finds
An Open Letter from over 460 academics, teachers, and business leaders to California’s education and political leaders says inserting ...
California to postpone vote to cancel math
Professors from the Department of Theoretical and Mathematical Physics at Ural Federal University, Dmitriy Aleksandrov and Andrey Zubarev, have prepared a special issue of one of the oldest and most a ...
Ural Federal University: Physicists Have Prepared an Issue of One of the Oldest Natural Science Publications
One of the most important open questions in science is how our consciousness is established. In the 1990s, long before winning the 2020 Nobel Prize in Physics for his prediction of black holes, physic ...
Is Consciousness Bound by Quantum Physics? We're Getting Closer to Finding Out
The latest oscilloscopes deliver fast insights thanks to enhanced usability and performance, and represent the challenges manufacturers face delivering the latest test functionality. We talked to Tim ...
Advanced Oscilloscopes Address Next-Gen Design Issues
I am thrilled to join such a prestigious team at King’s and cherish the opportunities to lead the design education and development of maker spaces at King's with the guidance of our inspiring leaders ...
Meet King's newest Engineers
This theory of quantum consciousness argues that microtubules are structured in a fractal pattern which would enable quantum processes to occur.
Can Consciousness Be Explained by Quantum Physics? New Research
BLOOMINGTON– ROI is pleased to announce the selection of its fifth cohort of STEM Fellows. The 17 K-6 educators chosen will begin their fellowship year in August 2021, bringing the total number to 97 ...
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ROI’s STEM Fellows Program grows to 97 educators working to advance science, technology, engineering, and math in regional K-6 schools
Marshall University provides world-class, hands-on, and project-based programmes that create tomorrow’s leaders in industry, government and private research.
Marshall University: Where Mechanical Engineering leaders are made
At the University of Portsmouth, contemporary engineering programmes, supportive faculty members, and vibrant surroundings await.
University of Portsmouth: Where budding engineers belong
Our navigation, banking, power grids and many other elements of American life — including our national security — depend on scientists’ precise knowledge of timing and the location of items across the ...
Geomatics is vital to U.S. national security; our advantage is at risk
UVic – with the provincial government’s support – is expanding its engineering and computer science building with a six-storey addition. This will support 500 additional seats for students in computer ...
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